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HUSH

Colours are invaluable when it comes to drawing up study notes! Make sure your 
child has a variety of coloured pens and highlighters to choose from. The le  
eye-dominant profiles will especially appreciate this.

Think in pictures. Using li le cartoons (s ck men are just fine) to represent the 
informa on that must be remembered helps to consolidate the informa on.

When When studying, have your child sit on a Pilates ball for 20 minutes at a me. 
Balancing on the ball means that both sides of the body are used, this in turn 
ac vates both sides of the brain. A er about 20 minutes, switch to a chair for a 
while as their back and abdominal muscles may start to re.

Let your children chew sugar free chewing gum while they study. The jaw 
movement helps to work both sides of the body, and thus kick starts both brain 
hemispheres.

EnsuEnsure that your children drink enough water while they’re studying. When the 
body starts to dehydrate, the effect on the brain is very similar to that of stress, and 
the non-dominant hemisphere will switch off. A mere 2% drop in body water can 
trigger fuzzy short-term memory, trouble with basic mathema cs, and difficulty 
focusing on a printed page

MaMake sure that the environment is conducive for study: turn the TV and radio off, 
and ensure that the kids are at a desk in a room where they won’t be distracted by 
traffic or talking. We recommend three of the Majors for Minors CDs to assist with 
ge ng the brain into the op mum state for concentra on: Mozart for Babies, Bee 
Gees for Babies, Baroque for Babies. These can be ordered through us and are also 
available through selected retail outlets.

Don’t Don’t force your children to study for long uninterrupted periods. Certain brain 
profiles find it almost impossible to concentrate for extended periods of me. Allow 
your children to get up and run around for 5 to 10 minutes a er every 40 minutes of 
study. The ac vity will help re-energise the non-dominant hemisphere. The older 
they are, the longer the study period can be extended. However, even teenagers 
and adults should take a short break every hour. Stand up and s-t-r-e-e-e-e-t-c-h!!!!
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